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Abstract: Proposed system is hidden identity System. Where, no 

entity including file storage server having full information about 

files stored on the storage media. It simply means system will store 

all users’ files on same drive or same folder. Now this will protect 

owner identity and file access threats. But for this user need to 

replace complete file storage services on the entire network. For 

the proof of concept, we can rebuild file storage service and 

demonstrate it over intranet. Here, first client will pass the file to 

file storage service along with some security Key; file storage 

service will then rename the file with unique identification number 

or code which will be generated by user key. Once this new 

renamed file stored on the storage owner identity will be lost, 

hence system will be having no record or information about file 

owner detail along with file name. Every time while reading or 

accessing the file or file part system will calculate or generate the 

name of the file and access it. 

 
Keywords: Hidden identity mechanism, File storage server. 

1. Introduction 

The concept ‘server’ is designed to serve information or 

services to multiple users over the network, which makes it, 

enable user profile management. Taken an example of storage 

server; system need to manage data or files from multiple users 

or belonging to multiple owners. Managing this ownership, 

systems normally separates the user files in different directory 

and records this directory information in index table. By the 

time system separated the files in different directory for its own 

management it unknowingly reveals the file owner information 

to system user who has direct access to the server directory 

structure. Main threat lies here only, that malicious user has 

access to every user’s files. Malicious user attacks are not 

controllable or having no direct protection over it but it can be 

made difficult for the malicious user to get  the ownership 

information about files by hiding the files original name and the 

ownership information by designing novel index table which 

has no record about files real identity and its location 

information. So by the time of accessing the files its location 

and name information will be generated temperately using 

secure key. 

 

 

A. Background  

Record stockpiling comprises of document frameworks that 

are provisioned to at least one servers in a NAS situation. A 

record framework is connected to servers with conventions, for 

example, Network File Systems (NFS) or Common Internet 

File System (CIFS) over ethernet. I/O access on a capacity 

framework is cultivated through perusing or composing 

singular records of information. A File stockpiling server is a 

kind of server that is utilized to store, get to, secure and oversee 

advanced information, records and administrations. It is a 

reason constructed server utilized for putting away and getting 

to little to substantial measure of information over a mutual 

system or through the Internet. has more storage room, 

stockpiling access interfaces and specific information recovery 

and the executive’s utilities. A capacity server by and large fills 

in as a main issue of access for information stockpiling and 

access. Nearby customer hubs and remote PCs get to the 

capacity server through a GUI control board and FTP or 

through automatic API access by programming and 

applications. File stockpiling comprises of record frameworks 

that are provisioned to at least one servers in a NAS situation. 

A record framework is appended to servers with conventions, 

for example, Network File Systems (NFS) or Common Internet 

File System (CIFS) over ethernet. I/O access on a capacity 

framework is practiced through perusing or composing singular 

records of information. A File stockpiling server is a kind of 

server that is utilized to store, get to, secure and oversee 

computerized information, documents and administrations. It is 

a reason constructed server utilized for putting away and getting 

to little to vast measure of information over a mutual system or 

through the Internet. has more storage room, stockpiling access 

interfaces and specific information recovery and the executive’s 

utilities. A capacity server for the most part fills in as a main 

issue of access for information stockpiling and access. 

Neighbourhood customer hubs and remote PCs get to the 

capacity server through a GUI control board and FTP or 

through automatic API access by programming and 

applications. Major aim of the proposed system is to restructure 

the user file ownership information and make it invisible from 
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all system entities. Here system will hide file index table 

information and manage all users file under same directory 

structure. File will not be searchable nor will the index table be 

having original file name references. 

2. Literature survey 

Till now 80 percent of work was carried in single cloud 

environment and much attention is not paid to multi-cloud 

environment. Our proposed system is based on secured cloud 

storage in multi-cloud environment using DFS. In Multi-Cloud 

trust, reliability, security is improved as it is distributed among 

various clouds which are placed globally and at any instance of 

time none of user will get complete set of data. This section 

specifies some work carried by researchers in similar area for 

secured cloud storage. 

Revised Blakely’s secret sharing mechanism is proposed to 

improve security and reliability of DFS without affecting 

scalability. Author has studied various secret sharing schemes 

which are used for sharing data in distributed environment. 

Each scheme focused on 2 parts as share creation and 

restoration of data. Assuming data is divided into S chunks and 

stored separately, it will require only T chunks (where T < S) to 

recover data and every data node will get less than T chunks.  

This scheme does not require key management. To reduce 

computation overhead in this scheme, Graphical processing 

unit is used. Even though cryptographic key management is not 

required in this approach but cost of implementation is 

increased due to GPU. Authors have tested this scheme in 

simple environment with 8 CPU core and actual testing is not 

done in cloud. Authors have not mentioned how DFS will 

communicate with other proprietary DFS in multi cloud 

environment.  

Fan-Hsun et al. proposed secure and reliable cloud DFS 

using replacement of Hadoop DFS with open source based 

Tahoe least-authority file system. This system improves fault 

tolerance by recovering data even though some storage nodes 

are faulty. It is more secure as Tahoe-LAFS incorporates AES 

encryption.Tahoe–LAFS is very good open source system 

which is based on service provider independent security means 

security is fully managed by user at Saas level by using web 

interface .This system divides data chunks on 7 nodes and 

require minimum 3 nodes to recover data when some data nodes 

are in failure condition. This system is secure and reliable but 

authors have used already implemented Tahoe-LAFS and new 

DFS is not developed. This DFS is tested only on 4 simple 

storage nodes and no discussion was carried out by authors 

about use of system in actual single or multi-cloud environment 

and operations supported by File system. 

 In some research cloud storage service model for inter and 

intra cloud is proposed at Iaas level. Different data chunks of 

file are stored in various VMs of single or multi cloud. User can 

store and retrieve data from multiple cloud. System uses user 

authentication followed by file splitting / file retrieval by cloud 

manager interface and then it will be handover to multiple 

clouds/users. System supports both inter and intra cloud 

operations but security is not enough as encryption 

methodology is not used. Authors have not discussed different 

threats at IaaS level to virtual machine like cross-VM attack and 

side channel attack.   

KhengKok Mar has introduced multiple cloud based secure 

virtual diffused file system by hosting it on exiting setup of 

public cloud. This system used information dispersal algorithm 

to divide data into multiple parts and diffused them in various 

clouds. It used registry server for managing metadata and data 

distribution. This DFS scheme supports random read/ write and 

streaming I/O operations. Even though system is good for 

operating at multi-cloud environment, it is using only data 

splitting architecture, one of four architecture proposed in 

research. Author has proposed optional encryption hence 

security issues may exist. 

Our proposed system is similar but more efficient than 

system proposed research in which full authority will be given 

to system user / client at SaaS level using web interface. Various 

users can upload data to cloud based DFS at PaaS level which 

will be developed by us. We will develop our own DFS which 

is capable of handling user’s data. User will have various 

options like splitting followed by encryption or vice-versa. We 

will be providing various encryption options to user for security 

of data. Our DFS will use proprietary based DFS on existing 

public cloud infrastructure to upload various encrypted chunks 

on multi-clouds. Since user data is available partially on each 

cloud, neither system administrator nor adversary will get full 

access to data thus resolving major security issues in secured 

data storage for single cloud environment. 

3. Proposed system 

This present invention discloses system and method for 

secure file storage using hidden owner identity mechanism. 

Currently with the increase in the creation and use of digital 

data, enormous amount of data is created on file storage server 

which is maintained by third party vendor hence there is need 

to provide secure system which will store all user’s data 

securely on system where only authorized user knows complete 

information.   

 

 
Fig. 1.  System protocol architecture 

 

Since file storage server stores all users data in various user 

directories, creates threat of user ownership recognition where 
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system administrator attack is possible. We have developed 

secure file storage system where file owner information user is 

hidden hence nobody including user, administrator and file 

storage server has complete information about stored data. Our 

system reduces indexing overheads and cumbersome security 

key management. 

4. Conclusion 

 This paper proposed an overview on design and 

implementation of hidden identity mechanism for file storage 

server. 
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